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Type  Marque  Modèle  Serial Number 
Network Analyzer  Agilent  E5071C  MY46104870 
Oscilloscope  Agilent  MSO‐X 3012A  MY51350230 
Function Generator  Agilent  33220A  MY44039498 
Signal Generator  HP  8647A  3349A01199 
Multimeter  Agilent  U1252A  TW46410030 


















































































































Comment Description Designator Manufacturer Model Footprint Quantity
100 uF Tantalum Capacitor Ci1, Ci2, Ci3 VISHAY 298W107X0010Q2T 3216 3
1 uF Tantalum Capacitor Co VISHAY TP8M105M010C 1608 1
Bridge Quad Schottky Redresser HSMS-2828 AVAGO HSMS-2828 SOT143 1
SMA Input SMA-EDGE 1
High Performance Single 150mA LDO MIC5317YM5 MICREL MIC5317-3.0YM5 SOT23-5 1
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/* Copyright (c) 2014 Nordic Semiconductor. All Rights Reserved.
 *
 * The information contained herein is property of Nordic Semiconductor ASA.
 * Terms and conditions of usage are described in detail in NORDIC
 * SEMICONDUCTOR STANDARD SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT.
 *
 * Licensees are granted free, non-transferable use of the information. NO
 * WARRANTY of ANY KIND is provided. This heading must NOT be removed from



































#define IS_SRVC_CHANGED_CHARACT_PRESENT  1                                          /**< 
Include or not the service_changed characteristic. if not enabled, the server's database 
cannot be changed for the lifetime of the device*/
#define CENTRAL_LINK_COUNT               0                                          /**< 
Number of central links used by the application. When changing this number remember to 
adjust the RAM settings*/
#define PERIPHERAL_LINK_COUNT            1                                          /**< 
Number of peripheral links used by the application. When changing this number remember to 
adjust the RAM settings*/
#define DEVICE_NAME                      "MIRES"                          
/**< Name of device. Will be included in the advertising data. */
#define MANUFACTURER_NAME                "NordicSemiconductor"                      /**< 
Manufacturer. Will be passed to Device Information Service. */
#define APP_ADV_INTERVAL                 800                                        /**< The 
advertising interval (in units of 0.625 ms). */
#define APP_ADV_TIMEOUT_IN_SECONDS       180                                        /**< The 
advertising timeout in units of seconds. */
#define APP_TIMER_PRESCALER              0                                          /**< 
Value of the RTC1 PRESCALER register. */
#define APP_TIMER_OP_QUEUE_SIZE          1                                          /**< 
Size of timer operation queues. */
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#define MIN_CONN_INTERVAL                MSEC_TO_UNITS(100, UNIT_1_25_MS)           /**< 
Minimum acceptable connection interval (0.1 seconds). */
#define MAX_CONN_INTERVAL                MSEC_TO_UNITS(200, UNIT_1_25_MS)           /**< 
Maximum acceptable connection interval (0.2 second). */
#define SLAVE_LATENCY                    0                                          /**< 
Slave latency. */
#define CONN_SUP_TIMEOUT                 MSEC_TO_UNITS(4000, UNIT_10_MS)            /**< 
Connection supervisory timeout (4 seconds). */
#define FIRST_CONN_PARAMS_UPDATE_DELAY   APP_TIMER_TICKS(5000, APP_TIMER_PRESCALER) /**< 
Time from initiating event (connect or start of notification) to first time 
sd_ble_gap_conn_param_update is called (5 seconds). */
#define NEXT_CONN_PARAMS_UPDATE_DELAY    APP_TIMER_TICKS(30000, APP_TIMER_PRESCALER)/**< 
Time between each call to sd_ble_gap_conn_param_update after the first call (30 seconds). */
#define MAX_CONN_PARAMS_UPDATE_COUNT     3                                          /**< 
Number of attempts before giving up the connection parameter negotiation. */
#define SEC_PARAM_BOND                   1                                          /**< 
Perform bonding. */
#define SEC_PARAM_MITM                   0                                          /**< Man 
In The Middle protection not required. */
#define SEC_PARAM_LESC                   0                                          /**< LE 
Secure Connections not enabled. */
#define SEC_PARAM_KEYPRESS               0                                          /**< 
Keypress notifications not enabled. */
#define SEC_PARAM_IO_CAPABILITIES        BLE_GAP_IO_CAPS_NONE                       /**< No 
I/O capabilities. */
#define SEC_PARAM_OOB                    0                                          /**< Out 
Of Band data not available. */
#define SEC_PARAM_MIN_KEY_SIZE           7                                          /**< 
Minimum encryption key size. */
#define SEC_PARAM_MAX_KEY_SIZE           16                                         /**< 
Maximum encryption key size. */
#define DEAD_BEEF                        0xDEADBEEF                                 /**< 




SAADC conversion interval. */
static dm_application_instance_t m_app_handle; /**< 
Application identifier allocated by device manager */
static uint16_t m_conn_handle = BLE_CONN_HANDLE_INVALID; /**< 
Handle of the current connection. */
static ble_vmsr_t
m_vmsr; /**< Voltage 
Measurement Service structure. */
static nrf_saadc_value_t
adc_buf; /**< SAADC buffer. */
static const nrf_drv_timer_t interval_timer =
NRF_DRV_TIMER_INSTANCE(1); /**< Using Timer1 for the interval between two AD 
conversions. */
/**@brief Callback function for asserts in the SoftDevice.
 *
 * @details This function will be called in case of an assert in the SoftDevice.
 *
 * @warning This handler is an example only and does not fit a final product. You need to 
analyze
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 *          how your product is supposed to react in case of Assert.
 * @warning On assert from the SoftDevice, the system can only recover on reset.
 *
 * @param[in] line_num   Line number of the failing ASSERT call.
 * @param[in] file_name  File name of the failing ASSERT call.
 */




/**@brief Function for handling the ADC interrupt.
 *
 * @param[in] p_event Saadc event
 */
void saadc_event_handler(nrf_drv_saadc_evt_t const * p_event)
{
// SAADC Conversion done







1023; // 14 bits ADC (10 bits effective)
double max_voltage =
6.8; // max unregulated voltage value, limited by the Zener Diode
adc_result = p_event->data.done.p_buffer[0];
err_code = nrf_drv_saadc_buffer_convert(p_event->data.done.p_buffer, 1);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
// ADC is 14-bit but only 10 bits are really effective so the 4 LSB are 
removed
adc_result = adc_result >> 4;
voltage_value = adc_result;
// Calculate the real voltage from the adc value
voltage_value = voltage_value*max_voltage/adc_max_val;
// Print voltage value
sprintf(str, "%f V\n", voltage_value);
SEGGER_RTT_WriteString(0, str);
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ret_code_t err_code = nrf_drv_saadc_init(NULL, saadc_event_handler);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
// Use the analog input AIN0 (P0.02)
nrf_saadc_channel_config_t config =
NRF_DRV_SAADC_DEFAULT_CHANNEL_CONFIG_SE(NRF_SAADC_INPUT_AIN0);
// The NRF52832 uses a 0.6 V internal reference.
// To match this reference, a gain of 1/4 is used.
// Therefore, the max input value is 0.6 * 4 = 2.4 V.
config.gain = NRF_SAADC_GAIN1_4;
// The ADC acquisition time depends on the input resistance
// Using a 800kOhm to limit the current -> 40us Acquisition time required
config.acq_time = NRF_SAADC_ACQTIME_40US;
// Enable SAADC channel 0 on input AIN0
err_code = nrf_drv_saadc_channel_init(0,&config);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
NRF_SAADC->CH[0].CONFIG |= 0x01000000; //configure burst mode for channel 0 
(set bit 24)
// Fill the buffer with the result of the conversion
err_code = nrf_drv_saadc_buffer_convert(&adc_buf, 1);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
}
/**@brief Handler function for interval timer.
 *
 * @details This function will be called when the interval timer target value is reached. 
 * It starts the sample timer that will get the ADC samples
 */
void interval_timer_handler(nrf_timer_event_t event_type, void* p_context)
{
// Configure the ADC each time
adc_configure();
// Request a new sample
nrf_drv_saadc_sample();
}
/**@brief Function for the Timer initialization.
 *





// Initialize application timer module.
APP_TIMER_INIT(APP_TIMER_PRESCALER, APP_TIMER_OP_QUEUE_SIZE, false);
// Initialize interval timer
err_code = nrf_drv_timer_init(&interval_timer, NULL, interval_timer_handler);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
// 50 ms timer interval
uint32_t ticks = nrf_drv_timer_ms_to_ticks(&interval_timer, SAADC_TIMER_INTERVAL);
nrf_drv_timer_extended_compare(&interval_timer, NRF_TIMER_CC_CHANNEL0, ticks,
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NRF_TIMER_SHORT_COMPARE0_CLEAR_MASK, true);
//nrf_drv_timer_enable(&interval_timer); // Timer disabled at startup, wait for a 
BLE connection to start
}
/**@brief Function for the GAP initialization.
 *
 * @details This function sets up all the necessary GAP (Generic Access Profile) parameters 
of the













// Choose an appearance
//err_code = sd_ble_gap_appearance_set(BLE_APPEARANCE_);
memset(&gap_conn_params, 0, sizeof(gap_conn_params));














// Initialize Voltage Measurement Service.
memset(&vmsr_init, 0, sizeof(vmsr_init));
vmsr_init.voltage_value_write_handler = NULL;
err_code = ble_vmsr_init(&m_vmsr, &vmsr_init);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
}
/**@brief Function for handling the Connection Parameters Module.
 *
 * @details This function will be called for all events in the Connection Parameters Module 
which
 *          are passed to the application.
 *          @note All this function does is to disconnect. This could have been done by simply
 *                setting the disconnect_on_fail config parameter, but instead we use the 
event
 *                handler mechanism to demonstrate its use.
 *
 * @param[in] p_evt  Event received from the Connection Parameters Module.
-5-
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 */
static void on_conn_params_evt(ble_conn_params_evt_t * p_evt)
{
uint32_t err_code;
if (p_evt->evt_type == BLE_CONN_PARAMS_EVT_FAILED)
{




/**@brief Function for handling a Connection Parameters error.
 *
 * @param[in] nrf_error  Error code containing information about what went wrong.
 */






















/**@brief Function for putting the chip into sleep mode.
 *





// Prepare wakeup buttons.
err_code = bsp_btn_ble_sleep_mode_prepare();
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);




/**@brief Function for handling advertising events.
 *
 * @details This function will be called for advertising events which are passed to the 
application.
 *
 * @param[in] ble_adv_evt  Advertising event.
 */
static void on_adv_evt(ble_adv_evt_t ble_adv_evt)
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// Stops advertising after some time
// Restart
ble_advertising_start(BLE_ADV_MODE_FAST);







/**@brief Function for handling the Application's BLE Stack events.
 *
 * @param[in] p_ble_evt  Bluetooth stack event.
 */


















/**@brief Function for dispatching a BLE stack event to all modules with a BLE stack event 
handler.
 *
 * @details This function is called from the BLE Stack event interrupt handler after a BLE 
stack
 *          event has been received.
 *
 * @param[in] p_ble_evt  Bluetooth stack event.
 */









/**@brief Function for dispatching a system event to interested modules.
 *
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 * @details This function is called from the System event interrupt handler after a system
 *          event has been received.
 *
 * @param[in] sys_evt  System stack event.
 */





/**@brief Function for initializing the BLE stack.
 *





nrf_clock_lf_cfg_t clock_lf_cfg = NRF_CLOCK_LFCLKSRC;







//Check the ram settings against the used number of links
CHECK_RAM_START_ADDR(CENTRAL_LINK_COUNT,PERIPHERAL_LINK_COUNT);
// Enable BLE stack.
err_code = softdevice_enable(&ble_enable_params);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
// Register with the SoftDevice handler module for BLE events.
err_code = softdevice_ble_evt_handler_set(ble_evt_dispatch);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);




/**@brief Function for handling events from the BSP module.
 *
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err_code = ble_advertising_restart_without_whitelist();









/**@brief Function for handling the Device Manager events.
 *
 * @param[in] p_evt  Data associated to the device manager event.
 */
static uint32_t device_manager_evt_handler(dm_handle_t const * p_handle,












/**@brief Function for the Device Manager initialization.
 *
 * @param[in] erase_bonds  Indicates whether bonding information should be cleared from
 *                         persistent storage during initialization of the Device Manager.
 */
static void device_manager_init(bool erase_bonds)
{
uint32_t err_code;
dm_init_param_t init_param = {.clear_persistent_data = erase_bonds};
dm_application_param_t register_param;
















err_code = dm_register(&m_app_handle, &register_param);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
}
/**@brief Function for initializing the Advertising functionality.
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ble_uuid_t m_adv_uuids = {VMSR_UUID_SERVICE, m_vmsr.uuid_type}; /**< Universally 
unique service identifiers. */











err_code = ble_advertising_init(&advdata, NULL, &options, on_adv_evt, NULL);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
}
/**@brief Function for initializing buttons and leds.
 *
 * @param[out] p_erase_bonds  Will be true if the clear bonding button was pressed to wake 
the application up.
 */
static void buttons_leds_init(bool * p_erase_bonds)
{
bsp_event_t startup_event;




err_code = bsp_btn_ble_init(NULL, &startup_event);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
*p_erase_bonds = (startup_event == BSP_EVENT_CLEAR_BONDING_DATA);
}




uint32_t err_code = sd_app_evt_wait();
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
}







// Use DCDC converter instead of LDO to reduce power consumption
sd_power_dcdc_mode_set(NRF_POWER_DCDC_ENABLE);
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// Start BLE advertising.
err_code = ble_advertising_start(BLE_ADV_MODE_FAST);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
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/* Copyright (c) 2012 Nordic Semiconductor. All Rights Reserved.
 *
 * The information contained herein is property of Nordic Semiconductor ASA.
 * Terms and conditions of usage are described in detail in NORDIC
 * SEMICONDUCTOR STANDARD SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT.
 *
 * Licensees are granted free, non-transferable use of the information. NO
 * WARRANTY of ANY KIND is provided. This heading must NOT be removed from








/**@brief Connect event handler.
 *
 * @param[in]   p_vmsr      Voltage Measurement Service structure.
 * @param[in]   p_ble_evt   Event received from the BLE stack.
 */




/**@brief Disconnect event handler.
 *
 * @param[in]   p_vmsr      Voltage Measurement Service structure.
 * @param[in]   p_ble_evt   Event received from the BLE stack.
 */


































// description that the client can retrieve
static char user_desc[] = "Voltage value";
char_md.char_props.read = 1;
char_md.char_props.notify = 1;



































// Add base UUID to softdevice's internal list. 
ble_uuid128_t base_uuid = VMSR_UUID_BASE;
err_code = sd_ble_uuid_vs_add(&base_uuid, &p_vmsr->uuid_type);






err_code = sd_ble_gatts_service_add(BLE_GATTS_SRVC_TYPE_PRIMARY, &ble_uuid,
&p_vmsr->service_handle);
if (err_code != NRF_SUCCESS)
{
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return err_code;
}
err_code = voltage_value_char_add(p_vmsr, p_vmsr_init);






uint32_t ble_vmsr_voltage_update(ble_vmsr_t * p_vmsr, float voltage_value)
{




uint32_t err_code = NRF_SUCCESS;
// Send value if connected
if ((p_vmsr->conn_handle != BLE_CONN_HANDLE_INVALID))
{
// Only send the voltage over BLE if the value is different from the last one
if (voltage_value != p_vmsr->voltage)
{
ble_gatts_hvx_params_t params;





params.p_data = (uint8_t *)&voltage_value;
params.p_len = &len;
// Update the value in the struct
p_vmsr->voltage = voltage_value;
// 
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/* Copyright (c) 2012 Nordic Semiconductor. All Rights Reserved.
 *
 * The information contained herein is property of Nordic Semiconductor ASA.
 * Terms and conditions of usage are described in detail in NORDIC
 * SEMICONDUCTOR STANDARD SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT.
 *
 * Licensees are granted free, non-transferable use of the information. NO
 * WARRANTY of ANY KIND is provided. This heading must NOT be removed from





 * @brief Voltage Measurement Service module.
 *
 * @details This module implements the Voltage Measurement Service with the Voltage 
characteristic.
 *          During initialization it adds the Voltage Measurement Service and Voltage 
characteristic
 *          to the BLE stack database.
 *
 *
 * @note Attention! 
 *  To maintain compliance with Nordic Semiconductor ASA Bluetooth profile 







// Custom UUID for the Voltage Measurement Service
#define VMSR_UUID_BASE        {0x55, 0xB8, 0x6C, 0xCB, 0x10, 0x03, 0x24, 0xAF, 
0xA7, 0x43, 0x4D, 0xE0, 0x00, 0x00, 0x6C, 0xC9}
#define VMSR_UUID_SERVICE     0x2000
#define VMSR_UUID_VOLTAGE_VALUE_CHAR 0x2001
// Forward declaration of the ble_vmsr_t type. 
typedef struct ble_vmsr_s ble_vmsr_t;
/**@brief Voltage Measurement Service event handler type. */
typedef void (*ble_vmsr_voltage_update_handler_t) (ble_vmsr_t * p_vmsr, uint8_t new_value);
/**@brief Voltage Measurement Service init structure. */
typedef struct
{
ble_vmsr_voltage_update_handler_t voltage_value_write_handler; /**< Called when the 
voltage value is updated. */
} ble_vmsr_init_t;
/**@brief Voltage Measurement Service structure. This contains various status information 











/**@brief Function for initializing the Voltage Measurement Service.
 *
 * @param[out]  p_vmsr      Voltage Measurement Service structure. This structure will have 
to be supplied by
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 *                          the application. It will be initialized by this function, and 
will later
 *                          be used to identify this particular service instance.
 * @param[in]   p_vmsr_init  Information needed to initialize the service.
 *
 * @return      NRF_SUCCESS on successful initialization of service, otherwise an error code.
 */
uint32_t ble_vmsr_init(ble_vmsr_t * p_vmsr, const ble_vmsr_init_t * p_vmsr_init);
/**@brief Add Voltage Value characteristic.
 *
 * @param[in]   p_vmsr        Voltage Measurement Service structure.
 * @param[in]   p_vmsr_init   Information needed to initialize the service.
 *
 * @return      NRF_SUCCESS on success, otherwise an error code.
 */
static uint32_t voltage_value_char_add(ble_vmsr_t * p_vmsr, const ble_vmsr_init_t *
p_vmsr_init);
/**@brief Function for handling the Application's BLE Stack events.
 *
 * @details Handles all events from the BLE stack of interest to the Voltage Measurement 
Service.
 *
 * @param[in]   p_vmsr      Voltage Measurement Service structure.
 * @param[in]   p_ble_evt  Event received from the BLE stack.
 */
void ble_vmsr_on_ble_evt(ble_vmsr_t * p_vmsr, ble_evt_t * p_ble_evt);
/**@brief Send the voltage when an updated voltage value is received from the ADC.
 *
 * @param[in]   p_vmsr        Voltage Measurement Service structure.
 * @param[in]   voltage_value Current voltage value
 *
 * @return      NRF_SUCCESS on success, otherwise an error code.
 */
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/* Copyright (c) 2014 Nordic Semiconductor. All Rights Reserved.
 *
 * The information contained herein is property of Nordic Semiconductor ASA.
 * Terms and conditions of usage are described in detail in NORDIC
 * SEMICONDUCTOR STANDARD SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT.
 *
 * Licensees are granted free, non-transferable use of the information. NO
 * WARRANTY of ANY KIND is provided. This heading must NOT be removed from


































#define IS_SRVC_CHANGED_CHARACT_PRESENT  1                                          /**< 
Include or not the service_changed characteristic. if not enabled, the server's database 
cannot be changed for the lifetime of the device*/
#define CENTRAL_LINK_COUNT               1                                          /**< 
Number of central links used by the application. When changing this number remember to 
adjust the RAM settings*/
#define PERIPHERAL_LINK_COUNT            0                                          /**< 
Number of peripheral links used by the application. When changing this number remember to 
adjust the RAM settings*/
#define DEVICE_NAME                      "MIRES_Central"                     /**< 
Name of device. Will be included in the advertising data. */
#define MANUFACTURER_NAME                "NordicSemiconductor"                      /**< 
Manufacturer. Will be passed to Device Information Service. */
#define APP_ADV_INTERVAL                 300                                        /**< The 
advertising interval (in units of 0.625 ms. This value corresponds to 25 ms). */
#define APP_ADV_TIMEOUT_IN_SECONDS       180                                        /**< The 
advertising timeout in units of seconds. */
#define APP_TIMER_PRESCALER              0                                          /**< 
Value of the RTC1 PRESCALER register. */
#define APP_TIMER_OP_QUEUE_SIZE          4                                          /**< 
Size of timer operation queues. */
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#define MIN_CONN_INTERVAL                MSEC_TO_UNITS(100, UNIT_1_25_MS)           /**< 
Minimum acceptable connection interval (0.1 seconds). */
#define MAX_CONN_INTERVAL                MSEC_TO_UNITS(200, UNIT_1_25_MS)           /**< 
Maximum acceptable connection interval (0.2 second). */
#define SLAVE_LATENCY                    0                                          /**< 
Slave latency. */
#define CONN_SUP_TIMEOUT                 MSEC_TO_UNITS(4000, UNIT_10_MS)            /**< 
Connection supervisory timeout (4 seconds). */
#define FIRST_CONN_PARAMS_UPDATE_DELAY   APP_TIMER_TICKS(5000, APP_TIMER_PRESCALER) /**< 
Time from initiating event (connect or start of notification) to first time 
sd_ble_gap_conn_param_update is called (5 seconds). */
#define NEXT_CONN_PARAMS_UPDATE_DELAY    APP_TIMER_TICKS(30000, APP_TIMER_PRESCALER)/**< 
Time between each call to sd_ble_gap_conn_param_update after the first call (30 seconds). */
#define MAX_CONN_PARAMS_UPDATE_COUNT     3                                          /**< 
Number of attempts before giving up the connection parameter negotiation. */
#define SEC_PARAM_BOND                   1                                          /**< 
Perform bonding. */
#define SEC_PARAM_MITM                   0                                          /**< Man 
In The Middle protection not required. */
#define SEC_PARAM_LESC                   0                                          /**< LE 
Secure Connections not enabled. */
#define SEC_PARAM_KEYPRESS               0                                          /**< 
Keypress notifications not enabled. */
#define SEC_PARAM_IO_CAPABILITIES        BLE_GAP_IO_CAPS_NONE                       /**< No 
I/O capabilities. */
#define SEC_PARAM_OOB                    0                                          /**< Out 
Of Band data not available. */
#define SEC_PARAM_MIN_KEY_SIZE           7                                          /**< 
Minimum encryption key size. */
#define SEC_PARAM_MAX_KEY_SIZE           16                                         /**< 
Maximum encryption key size. */
#define DEAD_BEEF                        0xDEADBEEF                                 /**< 
Value used as error code on stack dump, can be used to identify stack location on stack 
unwind. */
#define MIN_CONNECTION_INTERVAL     MSEC_TO_UNITS(7.5, 
UNIT_1_25_MS)   /**< Determines minimum connection interval in millisecond. */
#define MAX_CONNECTION_INTERVAL     MSEC_TO_UNITS(30, 
UNIT_1_25_MS)   /**< Determines maximum connection interval in millisecond. */
#define SLAVE_LATENCY             
0                                 /**< Determines slave latency in counts of 
connection events. */
#define SUPERVISION_TIMEOUT        MSEC_TO_UNITS(4000, 
UNIT_10_MS)    /**< Determines supervision time-out in units of 10 
millisecond. */
#define SCAN_INTERVAL             
0x00A0                       /**< Determines scan interval in units of 
0.625 millisecond. */
#define SCAN_WINDOW              
0x0050                       /**< Determines scan window in units of 
0.625 millisecond. */
#define MOTOR_STEP_PIN
22 /**< Pin 
used to control the motor steps */
#define MOTOR_DIR_PIN
23 /**< Pin 
used to control the motor direction */
#define BLE_MESSAGE_FREQUENCY
20 /**< 
Bluetooth LE message frequency (voltage value) */
#define MIN_ACCEPTABLE_VOLTAGE
3 /**< 
Minimal required unregulated voltage */
#define MIN_SPEED_VOLTAGE
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1.6 /**< When 
the voltage is above 1.6 V (= device connected), use the min speed for accuracy */
#define MAX_VOLTAGE
6.8 /**< Max 
possible voltage, limited by the Zener */
#define MIN_SPEED




DOUBLE_SPEED/2 /**< Number of 
different motor speed */
static dm_application_instance_t m_app_handle; /**< 
Application identifier allocated by device manager */
static ble_gap_scan_params_t
m_scan_param; /**< Scan parameters requested for scanning 
and connection. */
static ble_db_discovery_t m_ble_db_discovery;
/**< Structure used to identify the DB Discovery module. */
static uint16_t m_conn_handle = BLE_CONN_HANDLE_INVALID; /**< 
Handle of the current connection. */
static dm_handle_t
m_dm_device_handle; /**< Device Manager handle. 
*/
static ble_vmsr_c_t
m_vmsr; /**< Central 
Voltage Measurement Service structure. */
static nrf_drv_pwm_t m_pwm0 =
NRF_DRV_PWM_INSTANCE(0); /**< PWM0 used to control the motor. */
typedef
enum






motor_dir; /**< Current motor 
direction. */
static bool
motor_running; /**< Motor state. */
static bool ascending =
false; /**< Is the measured voltage growing ? */
static bool dir_changed =
false; /**< Motor direction has been changed 












NRF_DRV_PWM_PIN_NOT_USED, // channel 1
NRF_DRV_PWM_PIN_NOT_USED, // channel 2
NRF_DRV_PWM_PIN_NOT_USED // channel 3
},
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 * @brief Connection parameters requested for connection.
 */
static const ble_gap_conn_params_t m_connection_param =
{
(uint16_t)MIN_CONNECTION_INTERVAL, // Minimum connection
(uint16_t)MAX_CONNECTION_INTERVAL, // Maximum connection
0, // Slave latency
(uint16_t)SUPERVISION_TIMEOUT // Supervision time-out
};
/**@brief Variable length data encapsulation in terms of length and pointer to data */
typedef struct
{
uint8_t * p_data; /**< Pointer to data. */
uint16_t data_len; /**< Length of data. */
}data_t;
/**@brief Callback function for asserts in the SoftDevice.
 *
 * @details This function will be called in case of an assert in the SoftDevice.
 *
 * @warning This handler is an example only and does not fit a final product. You need to 
analyze
 *          how your product is supposed to react in case of Assert.
 * @warning On assert from the SoftDevice, the system can only recover on reset.
 *
 * @param[in] line_num   Line number of the failing ASSERT call.
 * @param[in] file_name  File name of the failing ASSERT call.
 */




/**@brief Function for the Timer initialization.
 *




// Initialize timer module.
APP_TIMER_INIT(APP_TIMER_PRESCALER, APP_TIMER_OP_QUEUE_SIZE, false);
}
/**@brief Function for the GAP initialization.
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 *
 * @details This function sets up all the necessary GAP (Generic Access Profile) parameters 
of the





















/**@brief Function for handling the Connection Parameters Module.
 *
 * @details This function will be called for all events in the Connection Parameters Module 
which
 *          are passed to the application.
 *          @note All this function does is to disconnect. This could have been done by simply
 *                setting the disconnect_on_fail config parameter, but instead we use the 
event
 *                handler mechanism to demonstrate its use.
 *
 * @param[in] p_evt  Event received from the Connection Parameters Module.
 */
static void on_conn_params_evt(ble_conn_params_evt_t * p_evt)
{
uint32_t err_code;
if (p_evt->evt_type == BLE_CONN_PARAMS_EVT_FAILED)
{




/**@brief Function for handling a Connection Parameters error.
 *
 * @param[in] nrf_error  Error code containing information about what went wrong.
 */
























/**@brief Function for putting the chip into sleep mode.
 *




uint32_t err_code = bsp_indication_set(BSP_INDICATE_IDLE);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
// Prepare wakeup buttons.
err_code = bsp_btn_ble_sleep_mode_prepare();
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);






















// Request creating of whitelist.
err_code = dm_whitelist_create(&m_app_handle, &whitelist);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
if (((whitelist.addr_count == 0) && (whitelist.irk_count == 0)))
{
// No devices in whitelist, hence non selective performed.
m_scan_param.active = 0; // Active scanning set.
m_scan_param.selective = 0; // Selective scanning not set.
m_scan_param.interval = SCAN_INTERVAL;// Scan interval.
m_scan_param.window = SCAN_WINDOW; // Scan window.
m_scan_param.p_whitelist = NULL; // No whitelist provided.




// Selective scanning based on whitelist first.
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m_scan_param.active = 0; // Active scanning set.
m_scan_param.selective = 1; // Selective scanning not set.
m_scan_param.interval = SCAN_INTERVAL;// Scan interval.
m_scan_param.window = SCAN_WINDOW; // Scan window.
m_scan_param.p_whitelist = &whitelist; // Provide whitelist.








 * @brief Parses advertisement data, providing length and location of the field in case
 *        matching data is found.
 *
 * @param[in]  Type of data to be looked for in advertisement data.
 * @param[in]  Advertisement report length and pointer to report.
 * @param[out] If data type requested is found in the data report, type data length and
 *             pointer to data will be populated here.
 *
 * @retval NRF_SUCCESS if the data type is found in the report.
 * @retval NRF_ERROR_NOT_FOUND if the data type could not be found.
 */
static uint32_t adv_report_parse(uint8_t type, data_t * p_advdata, data_t * p_typedata)
{
uint32_t index = 0;
uint8_t * p_data;
p_data = p_advdata->p_data;
while (index < p_advdata->data_len)
{
uint8_t field_length = p_data[index];
uint8_t field_type = p_data[index+1];










/**@brief Function for handling the Application's BLE Stack events.
 *
 * @param[in] p_ble_evt  Bluetooth stack event.
 */
static void on_ble_evt(ble_evt_t * p_ble_evt)
{
uint32_t err_code;








// Initialize advertisement report for parsing.
adv_data.p_data = (uint8_t *)p_gap_evt->params.adv_report.data;
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adv_data.data_len = p_gap_evt->params.adv_report.dlen;





// Verify if the uuid matches with the service's uuid.
if (err_code == NRF_SUCCESS)
{
char service_uuid[] = VMSR_UUID_COMPLETE_128BIT;
// Compare the uuids















if (err_code != NRF_SUCCESS)
{
char error[100];
sprintf(error, "[APPL]: Connection Request 






































 * @brief Regulates the inductive loop using a stepper motor
 */







// Device is disconnected because de voltage is too low
// The motor has to turn until the device can connect, HALF_SPEED may be too fast










nrf_drv_pwm_simple_playback(&m_pwm0, &m_reg_seq, 1, NRF_DRV_PWM_FLAG_LOOP);
}
// At this point, the device should be powered and connected
// Keep turning at MIN_SPEED
else if(m_vmsr.conn_handle != BLE_CONN_HANDLE_INVALID &&










nrf_drv_pwm_simple_playback(&m_pwm0, &m_reg_seq, 1, NRF_DRV_PWM_FLAG_LOOP);
ascending = true;
}
// Actively regulate the loop value at MIN_SPEED
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ascending = false;
}
// Voltage value is growing
else if(ascending)
{
// Voltage value is no more ascending



























else if(current_voltage < previous_voltage)//- previous_voltage > 
0.01)
{
















/**@brief Function for dispatching a BLE stack event to all modules with a BLE stack event 
handler.
 *
 * @details This function is called from the BLE Stack event interrupt handler after a BLE 
stack
 *          event has been received.
 *
 * @param[in] p_ble_evt  Bluetooth stack event.
 */












/**@brief Function for dispatching a system event to interested modules.
 *
 * @details This function is called from the System event interrupt handler after a system
 *          event has been received.
 *
 * @param[in] sys_evt  System stack event.
 */





/**@brief Function for initializing the BLE stack.
 *





nrf_clock_lf_cfg_t clock_lf_cfg = NRF_CLOCK_LFCLKSRC;







//Check the ram settings against the used number of links
CHECK_RAM_START_ADDR(CENTRAL_LINK_COUNT,PERIPHERAL_LINK_COUNT);
// Enable BLE stack.
err_code = softdevice_enable(&ble_enable_params);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
// Register with the SoftDevice handler module for BLE events.
err_code = softdevice_ble_evt_handler_set(ble_evt_dispatch);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);




/**@brief Function for handling events from the BSP module.
 *































/**@brief Function for handling the Device Manager events.
 *
 * @param[in] p_evt  Data associated to the device manager event.
 */
static uint32_t device_manager_evt_handler(dm_handle_t const * p_handle,






























/**@brief Function for the Device Manager initialization.
 *
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 * @param[in] erase_bonds  Indicates whether bonding information should be cleared from
 *                         persistent storage during initialization of the Device Manager.
 */
static void device_manager_init(bool erase_bonds)
{
uint32_t err_code;
dm_init_param_t init_param = {.clear_persistent_data = erase_bonds};
dm_application_param_t register_param;
















err_code = dm_register(&m_app_handle, &register_param);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
}
/**@brief Voltage Measurement Service Client Event Handler.
 */





case BLE_VMSR_C_EVT_DISCOVERY_COMPLETE: // Voltage Service discovered





// Received value from notification
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uint32_t err_code = ble_vmsr_c_init(&m_vmsr, &vmsr_c_init_obj);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
}
/**@brief Function for initializing buttons and leds.
 *
 * @param[out] p_erase_bonds  Will be true if the clear bonding button was pressed to wake 
the application up.
 */
static void buttons_leds_init(bool * p_erase_bonds)
{
bsp_event_t startup_event;




err_code = bsp_btn_ble_init(NULL, &startup_event);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);




// Configuring the motor direction and step pins as output
nrf_gpio_cfg_output(MOTOR_STEP_PIN);
nrf_gpio_cfg_output(MOTOR_DIR_PIN);
// Set both pins at 1
nrf_gpio_pin_set(MOTOR_STEP_PIN);
nrf_gpio_pin_set(MOTOR_DIR_PIN);














uint32_t err_code = ble_db_discovery_init(db_disc_handler);
APP_ERROR_CHECK(err_code);
}
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/* Copyright (c) 2012 Nordic Semiconductor. All Rights Reserved.
 *
 * The information contained herein is property of Nordic Semiconductor ASA.
 * Terms and conditions of usage are described in detail in NORDIC
 * SEMICONDUCTOR STANDARD SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT.
 *
 * Licensees are granted free, non-transferable use of the information. NO
 * WARRANTY of ANY KIND is provided. This heading must NOT be removed from












#define TX_BUFFER_MASK       0x07                  /**< TX Buffer mask, must be a mask of 
contiguous zeroes, followed by contiguous sequence of ones: 000...111. */
#define TX_BUFFER_SIZE       (TX_BUFFER_MASK + 1)  /**< Size of the send buffer, which is 1 
higher than the mask. */




READ_REQ, /**< Type identifying that this tx_message is a read request. */
WRITE_REQ /**< Type identifying that this tx_message is a write request. */
} tx_request_t;




uint8_t gattc_value[WRITE_MESSAGE_LENGTH]; /**< The message to write. */
ble_gattc_write_params_t gattc_params; /**< The GATTC parameters 
for this message. */
} write_params_t;




uint16_t conn_handle; /**< Connection handle to be used when transmitting this 
message. */
tx_request_t type; /**< Type of message. (read or write). */
union
{
uint16_t read_handle; /**< Read request handle. */
write_params_t write_req; /**< Write request message. */
} req;
} tx_message_t;
static tx_message_t m_tx_buffer[TX_BUFFER_SIZE]; /**< Transmit buffer for the messages 
that will be transmitted to the central. */
static uint32_t m_tx_insert_index = 0; /**< Current index in the transmit buffer 
where the next message should be inserted. */
static uint32_t m_tx_index = 0; /**< Current index in the transmit buffer 
containing the next message to be transmitted. */
ble_uuid_t ble_uuid;
/**@brief Function for passing any pending request from the buffer to the stack.
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if (m_tx_index != m_tx_insert_index)
{
uint32_t err_code;























/**@brief Disconnect event handler.
 *
 * @param[in]   p_vmsr      Voltage Measurement Service structure.
 * @param[in]   p_ble_evt   Event received from the BLE stack.
 */







/**@brief     Function for handling Handle Value Notification received from the SoftDevice.
 *
 * @details   This function will handle the Handle Value Notification received from the 
SoftDevice
 *            and checks if it is a notification of the Voltage Measurement from the peer. If
 *            so, this function will decode the battery level measurement and send it to the
 *            application.
 *
 * @param[in] p_ble_vmsr_c Pointer to the Voltage Client structure.
 * @param[in] p_ble_evt   Pointer to the BLE event received.
 */
static void on_hvx(ble_vmsr_c_t * p_ble_vmsr_c, const ble_evt_t * p_ble_evt)
{
// Check if the event is on the link for this instance




// Check if this notification is a voltage measurement notification.
if (p_ble_evt->evt.gattc_evt.params.hvx.handle == p_ble_vmsr_c->peer_vmsr_db.vm_handle)
{
float voltage;
// Get the float value from the receive data (4 bytes)
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void ble_vmsr_on_db_disc_evt(ble_vmsr_c_t * p_ble_vmsr_c, const ble_db_discovery_evt_t *
p_evt)
{
// Check if the Voltage Service was discovered.
























//If the instance has been assigned prior to db_discovery, assign the db_handles
if(p_ble_vmsr_c->conn_handle != BLE_CONN_HANDLE_INVALID)
{













void ble_vmsr_c_on_ble_evt(ble_vmsr_c_t * p_vmsr_c, ble_evt_t * p_ble_evt)
{
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on_hvx(p_vmsr_c, p_ble_evt); // Read notification
break;
case BLE_GAP_EVT_DISCONNECTED:






/**@brief Function for creating a message for writing to the CCCD.
 */





























// Add base UUID to softdevice's internal list. 
ble_uuid128_t base_uuid = VMSR_UUID_BASE;
err_code = sd_ble_uuid_vs_add(&base_uuid, &p_vmsr_c->uuid_type);








uint32_t ble_vmsr_c_vm_notif_enable(ble_vmsr_c_t * p_ble_vmsr_c)
{
VERIFY_PARAM_NOT_NULL(p_ble_vmsr_c);
if (p_ble_vmsr_c->conn_handle == BLE_CONN_HANDLE_INVALID)
{
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uint32_t ble_vmsr_c_vm_read(ble_vmsr_c_t * p_ble_vmsr_c)
{
VERIFY_PARAM_NOT_NULL(p_ble_vmsr_c);
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/* Copyright (c) 2012 Nordic Semiconductor. All Rights Reserved.
 *
 * The information contained herein is property of Nordic Semiconductor ASA.
 * Terms and conditions of usage are described in detail in NORDIC
 * SEMICONDUCTOR STANDARD SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT.
 *
 * Licensees are granted free, non-transferable use of the information. NO
 * WARRANTY of ANY KIND is provided. This heading must NOT be removed from





 * @brief Voltage Measurement Service module.
 *
 * @details This module implements the Voltage Measurement Service with the Voltage 
characteristic.
 *          During initialization it adds the Voltage Measurement Service and Voltage 
characteristic
 *          to the BLE stack database.
 *
 *
 * @note Attention! 
 *  To maintain compliance with Nordic Semiconductor ASA Bluetooth profile 








#define VMSR_UUID_BASE        {0x55, 0xB8, 0x6C, 0xCB, 0x10, 0x03, 0x24, 0xAF, 
0xA7, 0x43, 0x4D, 0xE0, 0x00, 0x00, 0x6C, 0xC9}
#define VMSR_UUID_COMPLETE_128BIT {0x55, 0xB8, 0x6C, 0xCB, 0x10, 0x03, 0x24, 0xAF, 
0xA7, 0x43, 0x4D, 0xE0, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x20, 0x6C, 0xC9}
#define VMSR_UUID_SERVICE     0x2000
#define VMSR_UUID_VOLTAGE_VALUE_CHAR 0x2001
// Forward declaration of the ble_vmsr_t type. 
typedef struct ble_vmsr_c_s ble_vmsr_c_t;
typedef struct ble_vmsr_c_evt_s ble_vmsr_c_evt_t;
/**@brief Voltage Measurement Service event handler type. */
typedef void (*ble_vmsr_c_evt_handler_t) (ble_vmsr_c_t * p_vmsr, ble_vmsr_c_evt_t * p_evt);
/**@brief Voltage Measurement Service init structure. */
typedef struct
{
ble_vmsr_c_evt_handler_t evt_handler; /**< Called when the voltage value is updated. */
} ble_vmsr_c_init_t;
/**@brief Voltage Service Client event type. */
typedef enum
{
BLE_VMSR_C_EVT_DISCOVERY_COMPLETE, /**< Event indicating that the Voltage Service has 
been discovered at the peer. */
BLE_VMSR_C_EVT_MEAS_NOTIFICATION, /**< Event indicating that a notification of the 
Voltage Measurement characteristic has been received from the peer. */
BLE_VMSR_C_EVT_MEAS_READ_RESP /**< Event indicating that a read response on 
Voltage Measurement characteristic has been received from peer. */
} ble_vmsr_c_evt_type_t;
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{
uint16_t vm_cccd_handle; /**< Handle of the CCCD of the Voltage 
Measurement characteristic. */
uint16_t vm_handle; /**< Handle of the Voltage Measurement 
characteristic as provided by the SoftDevice. */
} ble_vmsr_c_db_t;
/**@brief Voltage Service Client Event structure. */
struct ble_vmsr_c_evt_s
{
ble_vmsr_c_evt_type_t evt_type; /**< Event Type. */
uint16_t conn_handle; /**< Connection handle relevent to this event.*/
union
{
ble_vmsr_c_db_t vmsr_db; /**< Voltage Service related handles 
found on the peer device. This will be filled if the evt_type is @ref
BLE_VMSR_C_EVT_DISCOVERY_COMPLETE.*/
float voltage_measure; /**< Voltage measurement received from 




/**@brief Voltage Measurement Service structure. This contains various status information 









/**@brief Function for initializing the Voltage Measurement Service.
 *
 * @param[out]  p_vmsr      Voltage Measurement Service structure. This structure will have 
to be supplied by
 *                          the application. It will be initialized by this function, and 
will later
 *                          be used to identify this particular service instance.
 * @param[in]   p_vmsr_init  Information needed to initialize the service.
 *
 * @return      NRF_SUCCESS on successful initialization of service, otherwise an error code.
 */
uint32_t ble_vmsr_c_init(ble_vmsr_c_t * p_vmsr, const ble_vmsr_c_init_t * p_vmsr_init);
/**@brief     Function for handling events from the database discovery module.
 *
 * @details   Call this function when getting a callback event from the DB discovery modue.
 *            This function will handle an event from the database discovery module, and 
determine
 *            if it relates to the discovery of Battery service at the peer. If so, it will
 *            call the application's event handler indicating that the Battery service has 
been
 *            discovered at the peer. It also populates the event with the service related
 *            information before providing it to the application.
 *
 * @param     p_ble_bas_c Pointer to the Battery Service client structure.
 * @param[in] p_evt Pointer to the event received from the database discovery module.
 *
 */
void ble_vmsr_on_db_disc_evt(ble_vmsr_c_t * p_ble_vmsr_c, const ble_db_discovery_evt_t *
p_evt);
/**@brief Function for handling the Application's BLE Stack events.
 *
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 * @param[in]   p_vmsr      Voltage Measurement Service structure.
 * @param[in]   p_ble_evt  Event received from the BLE stack.
 */
void ble_vmsr_c_on_ble_evt(ble_vmsr_c_t * p_vmsr, ble_evt_t * p_ble_evt);
/**@brief Function for sending a voltage value notification.
 *
 * @param[in] p_vmsr        Voltage Measurement Service structure.
 * @param[in] new_value  New voltage value.
 *
 * @retval NRF_SUCCESS If the notification was sent successfully. Otherwise, an error code 
is returned.
 */
uint32_t ble_vmsr_voltage_update(ble_vmsr_c_t * p_vmsr, float voltage_value);
/**@brief   Function for enabling notifications on the Voltage Measurement characteristic.
 *
 * @details This function will enable to notification of the Voltage Measurement 
characteristic at the
 *          peer by writing to the CCCD of the Voltage Measurement Characteristic.
 *
 * @param   p_ble_vmsr_c Pointer to the Voltage Measurement client structure.
 *
 * @retval  NRF_SUCCESS     If the SoftDevice has been requested to write to the CCCD of the 
peer.
 *          NRF_ERROR_NULL  Parameter is NULL.
 *                          Otherwise, an error code returned by the SoftDevice API @ref
 *                          sd_ble_gattc_write.
 */
uint32_t ble_vmsr_c_vm_notif_enable(ble_vmsr_c_t * p_ble_vmsr_c);
/**@brief     Function for assigning handles to a this instance of vmsr_c.
 *
 * @details   Call this function when a link has been established with a peer to
 *            associate this link to this instance of the module. This makes it
 *            possible to handle several link and associate each link to a particular
 *            instance of this module. The connection handle and attribute handles will be
 *            provided from the discovery event @ref BLE_VMSR_C_EVT_DISCOVERY_COMPLETE.
 *
 * @param[in] p_ble_vmsr_c    Pointer to the Battery client structure instance to associate.
 * @param[in] conn_handle    Connection handle to associated with the given Battery Client 
Instance.
 * @param[in] p_peer_handles Attribute handles on the BAS server you want this BAS client to
 *                           interact with.
 */






Comment Description Manufacturer Model Quantity Prix unité Prix total
100 uF Tantalum Capacitor VISHAY 298W107X0010Q2T 3 1.95 5.85
1 uF Tantalum Capacitor VISHAY TP8M105M010C 1 1.28 1.28
Bridge Quad Schottky Redresser AVAGO HSMS-2828 1 1.58 1.58
High Performance Single 150mA LDO MICREL MIC5317-3.0YM5 1 0.53 0.53
6.8 V Zener Diode PANASONIC DZ2J068M0L 1 0.15 0.15
NEMA17 ‐ Stepper‐Motor Act‐Motor 17HS5413 1 29.9 29.9
Bracket 90 for Nema17 Motor ‐ ‐ 1 4.9 4.9
Big Easy Driver SparkFun v.1.2 1 24.9 24.9
Total 69.09
